
TALK NORMAL - Input List Summer 2012

1. Kick (comp/gate)
2. Snare (mic'd from underneath or far off the top head; ask drummer for guidance)
3. Hi Hat 
4. Rack (minimal gate if needed, be aware drummer utilizes rims frequently, see notes)
5. Floor (minimal gate if needed, be aware drummer utilizes rims frequently, see notes)
6. OH 
7. Bass Amp#1 (mic'd usually, sometimes DI; ask guitarist for guidance)
8. Guitar Amp#2 (mic'd)
9. Keyboard DI
10.  Drum FX/Noise Amp#3 (mic'd)
11. Guitar vocal SR, Sarah (comp / we provide Shure 58 / needs DI, see notes)
12. Drum vocal SL, Andrya (comp / we provide EV 635a)
13. Reverb Return L 1
14. Reverb Return R 1
15. Reverb Return L 2
16. Reverb Return R 2

Sound Notes:

*We love lots of Reverb on both vocals.   Verb should be equal.  Usually the Guitar Vocal SR will be routed 
through a pedal.  Should this occur, Guitar Vocal SR will need a DI box.  Please match the Drum Vocal SL to the 
effected guitar vocal.  

*Both band members sing equally.  Vocals should be even in the mix and not too on top of instruments.

*Drum vocal is an omni dynamic mic.  Low mids are excessive.  Cut them please.

*Please put nothing in the monitors unless the band requests.  If possible, we would like a stage relative wet/dry 
mix of our vocals in the monitors.

*Drums want to be huge.  Sufficient reverb would be nice.
-The drummer plays on the rims of the drums often.  Please keep the gating to a minimum otherwise the rim hits 
are unheard.
-The drummer stands for a few songs.  For these songs, please make the floor tom a valid low end substitute for 
the absence of kick drum, again, without using too much gating.

*Guitars want to be huge
-Guitarist plays one instrument signal split through the guitar amp and bass rig simultaneously --- a full spectrum 
of frequency is desired, with huge lows, clear mids and sharp highs.

*Sometimes contact mics producing feedback comes from the Noise Amp.  Don't be alarmed.  It is desired.

*Mix should be on the verge of rude!

*Thank you.


